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      This book is an excellent introductory text for those engaged in the lifelong learning sector. It takes the reader on a journey of understanding the relevance and appropriateness of equality and diversity both for the practitioner and the students involved.




  
          Anne O’Grady




              


    
      



 


 
      Gravells and Simpson go into great detail of how to incorporate innovative practices into everyday learning.  As a higher education administrator, the activities and examples integrated throughout the text provided for great areas of reflection and analytical problem solving.




  
          Meghan Ward




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book and insightful for my students.




  
          Mr Rohit Sagoo




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is in constant use by the tutors and learners alike for research and teaching resource.  Essential book to have in library of resources.




  
          Mrs Patricia Ann Allison




              


    
      



 


 
      Gives undergraduate students a clear and unambiguous introduction to the issue of equality and diversity. Also recommended as supplemental reading to medical students undertaking a special module on disability awareness




  
          Dr George Hogg




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book by Ann Gravells to support Equality and Diversity in all areas of teaching, learning and coaching.  Easy read for both teacher and learner.  This book contains essential information and guidance for research and completion of assignments.  A book received warmly by the course.




  
          Mrs Patricia Ann Allison




              


    
      



 


 
      An amazing book very beneficial for students who study CCTLS ,DTLLS and PGCE. I found that it Ann Gravells explains very well issues of equality and diversity in the lifelong learning sector and how to embed them within teaching.

T
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      Once again Ann Gravells has produced a current and essential textbook for those engaged in teacher training or aiming to improve their application of and promotion of equality and Diversity within their practice. Really accessible, clear legislation links and examples, excellent!




  
          Miss Catherine Farnon




              


    
      



 


 
      An easy to read book on principles and concept of

equality.  Informative book.




  
          Mrs Yasmin Dar




              


    
      



 


 
      Very helpful, easy to understand and highly informative.




  
          Mrs Rozeena Rahman




              


    
      



 


 
      This text would be of interest to Education Studies students with an interest in life long learning who are keen to explore equality and diversity. 

A range of approaches are successfully employed to increase reader engagement and encourage further understanding. The use of examples, activities, summaries and suggestions of further readings for example, support the process of independent learning while providing a useful starting point and overview of key themes and ideas.
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      Advised learners to refer to this easy to read textbook to grasp the concept and importance of embedding and promoting E&D within the LLS.




  
          Mrs Cheryl Cameron




              


    
      



 


 
      A highly informative read with great depth  of information on Equality and Diversity.




  
          Mrs Nahid Shah




              


    
      



 


 
      Very well written and laid out book. Easy to follow for my students. Very helpful and relevant examples- recommend as a study aid and could help tutors plan activities for understanding




  
          Miss Julia Chiari




              


    
      



 


 
      a very essential read for anyone dealing with all groups and sectors.clear advice again from Ann Gravells




  
          Miss Deborah Young




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is beneficial for students studying for CTLLS, DTLLS and PGCE courses. It explains very well issues of equality and diversity in the lifelong learning sector and how to embed them within teaching practice.




  
          Ms Julie Tilstone




              


    
      



 


 
      A thought provoking text that offers practical exercises in examining Equality and Diversity aspects.




  
          Miss Kate Mc Auliffe




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is a must have as it helps you with the unit you have to complete towards your teaching training qualification. Reader friendly.




  
          Miss Kerry Simm




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is recommended if you are going to teach a module/unit in equality and diversity.

This book is easy to read and easy to use 

This book has helped to deliver my lesson




  
          Miss Yeeman Lam




              


    
      



 


 
      A straight  forward book which helps in the planning of embedding equality and diversity in lessons.




  
          Mrs Marcia Dewar
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